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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 
examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 
A selection of candidate answers are also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 
difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 
technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 
2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 
Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 
our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  
Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  
Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 
(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 
If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 
  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 1 series overview 
Paper 1 is worth 110 marks and is split into two sections. Section A is multiple choice and is worth 30 
marks and section B comprises short, structured questions involving aspects of problem solving, 
calculations and questions based on practical. This year the candidates were given an advance notice of 
the key topics on the paper following government guidelines. This examination was felt to be an 
appropriate level of difficulty although there were more candidates who gave extended answers 
containing information not relating to the question. 

Candidates who did well on this paper 
generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this 
paper generally did the following: 

• interpreted data and drew conclusions based 
on that data 

• showed strong knowledge of practical skills 

• not use the space provided as a guide to how 
much they should be writing 

• did not use the additional answer pages when 
needed 
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Section A overview 
This section of the paper consisted of 30 multiple choice questions covering a range of topics across all 
modules of the Biology B specification. In general candidates seemed to find most of the questions 
accessible and performed well in this section, particularly on questions requiring recall of knowledge. 
However, there were a lot of candidates that left some multiple choice questions blank. Candidates 
should be encouraged to respond to all questions since there is no penalty for an incorrect answer. 
Candidates should be aware that answers to multiple choice questions should be clearly written and if 
answers are changed and the intended response is unclear, the mark is not given. In such cases one 
letter should be crossed out and the new answer written clearly, next to the answer box. 

 

Question 1  

Candidates answered this question well. Some candidates incorrectly stated option B. This mistake by 
the candidates may have been caused by the term water vapour in the stem of the question. The correct 
answer is option C. 
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Question 2  

A number of candidates incorrectly identified the tissue as phloem. The important feature of the image is 
the spiral lignin allowing it to be identified as the xylem. Candidates also had difficulty understanding the 
terminology of longitudinal and transverse sections. The correct option was C. 

Assessment for learning 

It is better to use actual photomicrographs when identifying the tissues in a stem, rather than 
using representations of the stem which sometimes might be misleading. 
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Question 8  

The most common distractor was statement 3. A large number of candidates gave the correct answer as 
option A. It was well known that statement 1 was true as very few candidates gave option C as their 
answer. The candidates had some difficulty with the meaning of systematic error in statement 2 which is 
a consistent error in the results. Many candidates did not know that repeatability is assessed when 
similar (precise) results are produced by repeating the experiment under the same conditions. Repeating 
the experiment and calculating the mean helps to reduce random error. Option B is correct. 

OCR support 

OCR has produced a support resource for ‘Language of measurement in biology context’: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/577369-language-of-measurement-in-context-biology.docx 
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Question 9  

The term chelating agents is explained in the stem of the question as it is not a familiar term to the 
candidates. This is an unfamiliar context but the more successful candidates were able to apply their 
knowledge of cofactors and inhibitors and correctly identify option C as the answer. 

 

Question 10  

The reaction required to breakdown ATP is a hydrolysis reaction. Some candidates incorrectly stated the 
reaction as phosphorylation. This would be the reaction required for the formation of ATP from ADP and 
Pi. Phosphorylation would also be a condensation reaction.  
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Question 13  

Degrees of freedom is calculated by subtracting 1 from the number of observations in each group. For 
this investigation (15-1)+(15-1)=28. The most common incorrect answer was A 

OCR support 

OCR has resources to help support students and teachers on statistical tests: 
Maths skills Handbook: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-
handbook.pdf 
Mathematical skills statistics booklet: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-
skills-statistics-booklet.doc 
Maths for Biology website: https://www.ocr.org.uk/subjects/science/maths-for-biology/handling-
data/ 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-skills-statistics-booklet.doc
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/338621-mathematical-skills-statistics-booklet.doc
https://www.ocr.org.uk/subjects/science/maths-for-biology/handling-data/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/subjects/science/maths-for-biology/handling-data/
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Question 14 

Candidates’ knowledge of statistical tests and when to use them has improved over recent exam series. 
Many candidates were able to identify option B as the correct answer. Option D was the second most 
chosen response; candidates may have incorrectly selected option D as the student t-test is likely to be 
the most practised statistical test in class. 
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Question 21  

Despite the recall of knowledge required for this question many candidates found the question 
challenging. Option A was a good distractor and the most common, incorrect answer given by the 
candidates. This suggests that the candidates understood the link between Antidiuretic hormone (ADH) 
and the collecting duct in the kidney. A number of candidates gave options C and D showing confusion 
between the kidney and the liver. The correct answer was option B – erythropoietin. 

 

Question 23  

Asthma and the treatment of asthma is a topic that has been improved considerably in recent exam 
series. Candidates were able to answer the question showing they have a good understanding of the 
drugs used to treat asthma and the mechanism of action for the drug. Option A is the correct answer. 
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Question 24  

Candidates found Question 24 to be one of the most difficult multiple choice questions on the 
examination. An oxygen dissociation curve will shift to the left as a result of hypothermia or due to an 
increase in the alkalinity of the blood. Many candidates did not realise that an increase in pH and 
decrease in hydrogen ions (H+) are moves towards a more alkaline environment. An increase in acidity 
or hyperthermia result in the oxygen dissociation curve shifting to the right. Option B is the correct 
answer. 

 

Question 27  

Option C was the correct answer. Rod cells contain the pigment rhodopsin and cone cells contain the 
pigment iodopsin, therefore statement 1 is incorrect. The most common incorrect answer was A.  
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Section B overview 
This section included questions on a range of topics. The questions had varying levels of demand and 
assessed a range of exam skills. This gave all candidates the opportunity to gain credit on questions 
even when the topic area was challenging for them.  

Due to the advanced information supplied before the exam series, candidates performed well on those 
questions stated in the advanced information. Candidates performed less well on the practical skills 
included in the paper, often the answers lacked detail on how to carry out the investigation and the 
interpretation of practical data was often one sided. When quoting data from graphs to support an 
answer candidates need to be more accurate and they need to make sure they include correct units.  

 

Question 31 (a) (i)  

Candidates interpreted this question well. Many candidates scored full marks by accurately identifying 
the rise in population size. Candidates that scored less than full marks often did so because they started 
the line for the population size at zero. 
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Question 31 (a) (ii)  

The question was well answered with many candidates giving at least one answer for each of the stage 
2 and 3. The most common answers were the idea of children working to provide an income in stage 2 
and the increased use of contraception in stage 3. 

 

Question 31 (b)*  

The responses to this question were very good. Candidates were able to clearly identify the challenges 
on food production and impact on the environment, giving a range of examples for each. Some 
candidates did not mention how organisations could measure success, suggesting that they had not 
read the question fully or lacked the knowledge to respond to this aspect of the question.  
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Exemplar 1 

Exemplar 1 scored 6 marks. It includes the challenge to meet sufficient food demands and the impacts 
on the environment including intensive farming and eutrophication. This candidate also explained how 
success could be measured using Simpson’s diversity index in support of their response. 
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Question 31 (c) (i)  

Many candidates did not see the NH2 groups in the daptomycin molecule indicating that the biological 
molecules found in the hydrophilic core are amino acids. 
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Question 31 (c) (ii)  

Many candidates had difficulty with the unfamiliar context of the question. The most common suggestion 
was that daptomycin ‘burst’ the cell wall of the bacteria. Very few candidates made the link between the 
fatty acid tail in daptomycin and how its hydrophobic property would allow it to fit between the 
phospholipids of the cell surface membrane. One mark was commonly given for the idea that a hole 
forms in the phospholipid membrane. 

Exemplar 2 

Exemplar 2 scored 2 marks. It includes a correct description of how the fatty acid tail of daptomycin can 
fit between the phospholipids of the cell surface membrane. The second mark was given for the pushing 
apart the phospholipids and creating a gap.  
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Question 31 (c) (iii)  

Many of the candidates did not know the structure of gram positive and gram negative bacteria. 

OCR support 

The most common mistake was that candidates stated that gram negative bacteria have no 
cell wall or they have an extra cell wall on the outside of the bacteria. Support on this topic is 
available at:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-
from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb03-module-3-cell-division-development-and-disease-
control/delivery-guide-bbdg017-controlling-communicable-disease-323 

 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb03-module-3-cell-division-development-and-disease-control/delivery-guide-bbdg017-controlling-communicable-disease-323
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb03-module-3-cell-division-development-and-disease-control/delivery-guide-bbdg017-controlling-communicable-disease-323
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb03-module-3-cell-division-development-and-disease-control/delivery-guide-bbdg017-controlling-communicable-disease-323
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Question 31 (d)  

The Cmax:MIC ratio of 45:8 was correctly stated by a large number of candidates. Some candidates were 
then able to correctly state the minimum inhibitory dose required of 80µg cm-3. 
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Question 32 (a) (i)  

Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) was the most common answer to the first part of the question and 
was correctly stated by some candidates. Most candidates correctly identified oestrogen as the hormone 
that decreases in concentration. 

 

Question 32 (a) (ii)  

This question was correctly answered by most candidates who stated chemotherapy or hysterectomy as 
the correct answer. 
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Question 32 (b)  

This question was one of the most challenging on the examination. A large number of candidates 
described the information on the graph allowing them to access very few of the potential marks. A 
number of candidates did not suggest reasons for the differences in the estimates of risk. The highest 
performing candidates structured their answer to allow them to give conclusions and suggest reasons 
giving their answer clearly.  
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Question 32 (c) (i)  

The knowledge shown by the candidates on the effect of ageing on the male reproductive system was 
very good. Many candidates used correct terminology to correctly explain the symptoms of benign 
prostatic hyperplasia. 

 

Question 32 (c) (ii)  

The answer, erectile dysfunction was correctly stated by the majority of candidates. A small number 
repeated the stem of the question and gave prostate cancer as their answer which was not given credit.  
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Question 32 (c) (iii)  

A large number of candidates gained 1 mark on this question for correctly stating that the lack of a 
prostate cancer screening programme is due to the cost of introducing such a programme. Few 
candidates gained 2 marks. The most common incorrect answer given was that a screening programme 
was not required as prostate cancer is not dangerous. 
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Question 32 (d)  

Many candidates showed a good understanding of chemotherapy but a large proportion of the cohort 
could not correctly identify the statements associated with immunotherapy. 
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Question 33 (a) (i)  

This question was well answered with the idea that green light has the slowest germination and white 
light had the most seeds germinate. Candidates who did not gain credit gave over generalised 
statements such as ‘white, red, yellow and blue light all cause the most germination’.  
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Question 33 (a) (ii)  

Most candidates correctly stated ‘calculate a mean’. The most common mistake seen was candidates 
just stating ‘repeat’. 

OCR support 

OCR has produced a support resource for ‘Language of measurement in biology context’: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/577369-language-of-measurement-in-context-biology.docx 

 

Question 33 (a) (iii)  

Many candidates had difficulty with this question. The question required candidates to count the 14 
seeds that germinated in 120 hours, the 10 seeds that germinated after 48 hours and the 13 seeds that 
germinated after 96 hours. ((13÷14) - (10÷14)) x 100 = 21%. 

OCR support 

OCR offers support on maths skills here: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/subjects/science/maths-for-biology/ 
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Question 33 (a) (iv)  

Most candidates correctly identified the axis as wavelength and total percentage germination. Only a 
small number of candidates included the units for the axis. The most common mistake was labelling the 
x-axis as time. 

 

Question 33 (a) (v)  

Candidates consistently gave a supporting statement and a non-supporting statement allowing them to 
achieve 2/3 marks. The most common answers given were the idea of less subjective in the supporting 
statement and the idea of evaporation in the non-supporting statement. Candidates should be 
encouraged to give the same number of points as the number of marks available on the question. 
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Question 33 (b) (i)  

This question was well answered by the majority of candidates with aerobic respiration, ATP production 
and growth being the most common answers. Some candidates lost marks as they only stated, 
‘respiration’, which could refer to aerobic or anaerobic. 

 

Question 33 (b) (ii)  

Many candidates incorrectly stated that oxygen uptake is the result of active transport. This mistake may 
be attributed to the fact that oxygen is required in aerobic respiration to produce ATP which is used in 
active transport. 
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Question 33 (b) (iii)  

Candidates had difficulty making the link between the oxygen production in photosynthesis and the use 
of oxygen in respiration for growth of a plant.  

OCR support 

The most common misconception was that stomata are used to take in oxygen in order for 
plants to respire and grow. Plants can take in oxygen through their stomata although this 
would occur when the plant was in darkness. Support on this topic is available at: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-
from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb04-module-4-energy-reproduction-and-
populations/delivery-guide-bbdg024-photosynthesis-food-production-and-management-of-the-
environment-431 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb04-module-4-energy-reproduction-and-populations/delivery-guide-bbdg024-photosynthesis-food-production-and-management-of-the-environment-431
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb04-module-4-energy-reproduction-and-populations/delivery-guide-bbdg024-photosynthesis-food-production-and-management-of-the-environment-431
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb04-module-4-energy-reproduction-and-populations/delivery-guide-bbdg024-photosynthesis-food-production-and-management-of-the-environment-431
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb04-module-4-energy-reproduction-and-populations/delivery-guide-bbdg024-photosynthesis-food-production-and-management-of-the-environment-431
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Question 34 (a) (i)  
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Candidates correctly identified the structure, letter and function of the coronary artery and pulmonary 
artery. Only a small number of candidates correctly identified the structure as the carotid artery. The 
function given for letter V should have allowed candidates to identify it as the carotid artery instead of the 
most common incorrect answer, aorta. 

 

Question 34 (a) (ii)  

The most common answer was correct, medulla oblongata. 

 

Question 34 (b)*  

Candidates responded to this question well. Knowledge of autonomic nervous system was better than in 
previous years. A large proportion of the candidates achieved a Level-3 score. 

OCR support 

The main problem encountered was confusion surrounding how and where adrenaline is 
released. Some candidates incorrectly stated that adrenaline is released from the medulla 
oblongata. Support on this topic is available at:  
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-
from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb05-module-5-genetics-control-and-homeostasis/delivery-
guide-bbdg030-the-nervous-system-and-the-identification-and-consequences-of-damage-521 

 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb05-module-5-genetics-control-and-homeostasis/delivery-guide-bbdg030-the-nervous-system-and-the-identification-and-consequences-of-damage-521
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb05-module-5-genetics-control-and-homeostasis/delivery-guide-bbdg030-the-nervous-system-and-the-identification-and-consequences-of-damage-521
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-biology-b-advancing-biology-h022-h422-from-2015/delivery-guide/module-bb05-module-5-genetics-control-and-homeostasis/delivery-guide-bbdg030-the-nervous-system-and-the-identification-and-consequences-of-damage-521
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Exemplar 3 

Exemplar 3 scored 6 marks. It includes a good explanation of the action of adrenaline by including the 
effect on the heart rate. It also includes a description of how the medulla oblongata controls the nerves 
and how the action of the accelerator nerve leads to an increase in heart rate and how the vagus nerve 
leads to a decrease in heart rate. 
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Question 35 (a) (i)  

The most common answer was correct, neutrophil. 
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Question 35 (a) (ii)  

The question was well answered with diagrams being well annotated and drawn with clear continuous 
lines. Some diagrams only slightly resembled the photograph and could be an area for candidates to 
practice. 

 

Question 35 (a) (iii)  

Most candidates correctly identified the apparatus as a stage micrometer. 
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Question 35 (a) (iv)  

Candidates were very good at recognising the need to use eye piece units (EPU) in their calculation and 
most correctly counted 43 EPU. Candidates were less effective at using the scale bar to work out 1 EPU 
as 100µm÷65=1.54µm.  

 

Question 35 (b)  

Most candidates showed excellent knowledge of blood clotting and scored highly on this question.  
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Question 35 (c) (i)  

Many candidates correctly stated the advantage of using plasma as maintaining blood volume/pressure. 
Fewer candidates stated a correct disadvantage to using plasma. If a correct answer was given it was 
mainly the idea that an allergic reaction could occur. 

 

Question 35 (c) (ii)  

Many candidates found this question challenging. The majority of correct answers given included during 
cardiac surgery or for the treatment of liver failure. Incorrect answers included its use during dialysis or to 
increase the nutrient content of the blood. 
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Question 36 (a) (i)  

Many candidates stated three or more correct answers to the question. A range of the potential answers 
were regularly seen suggesting that sampling is a skill that candidates are very familiar with and effective 
at explaining. 
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Question 36 (a) (ii)  

Candidates correctly stated the density as 0.2m-2. The most common incorrect answer was 0.26 which 
was calculated by dividing the total number of sea ginger in all squares and dividing it by 100m-2. 

 

Question 36 (b) (i)  

Candidates showed a thorough understanding of Simpson’s index of diversity with many calculating the 
correct answer of 0.818. Candidates that did not score on this question normally rounded their answers 
to various decimal places throughout the calculation event resulting in an incorrect number.  

OCR support 

There is support on common rounding errors in OCR Mathematical Skills Handbook, page 17: 
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/294471-biology-mathematical-skills-handbook.pdf 
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Question 36 (b) (ii)  

Candidates answered this question well. Many were able to recognise the high diversity index of 0.818 
and then suggested a reason why it was so high. The most common reason given was the idea that 
freshwater run off supplies nutrients to the coral reef. Candidates that did not do well on the question 
suggested that the freshwater run off would decrease the biodiversity implying that the runoff from the 
Amazon River was a new event. 
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